
Changemaker AKA Brainjack
Villain with a pocket full of quarters

Everyone here thinks you’re a wannabe hero called 
“Changemaker”.  You want to guess Changemaker’ssuperpower?  He 
always has the correct change.  Lame power, isn’t it?  Almost makes 
you think that you did him a favor, tying him up and stuffing him in a 
locker at the bus depot.

You’re really the supervillain Brainjack.  You had just escaped 
from the local superhuman jail, after being put there by one of those 
no-good vigilante “heroes”, Mr. Miracle.  You were skulking around the 
bus depot looking to steal someone’s luggage when you saw this loser. 
Swapping your prison uniform for this guy’s spandex should keep the 
cops off you for a little while.

Even better, shortly after you got the ill-fitting suit on, you got a 
text message on his cellphone.  It said something urgent had come up, 
and gaveyou directions somewhere.  When you got there, lo and 
behold, you were in your nemesis Mr. Miracle’s secret headquarters. 
And Mr. Miracle is nowhere to be found.  Just you, a collection of 
strange devices acquired over decades of fighting 
interdimensionalmenaces, and a handful of losers in capes.  Your plan 
now has gone from “hide out from the law” to “covertly acquire one or 
more deadly weapons and use them to take over the city.”

Superpowers:

Super intelligence, regardless of what the stupid prison IQ tests said. 
You also have a pocketful of quarters to simulate Changemaker’s 
powers, if it ever comes up.

Who You Know: 

Mr. Miracleisn’t home right now, which gives you a great chance to 
play with his toys.  And his secret headquarters has a lot of fun toys 
indeed.

Nestor is a total dweeb in a supersuit, who you fought once or twice 
before, but he’s really beneath your notice.  Especially once you get 
your hands on these wonderful toys.  You laughed a lot at the news 
when he was kicked out of the Freedom Foursome for using cocaine 
and going apeshit on Nautico.  

The rest of these people are fools and idiots to be manipulated and 
then crushed.



Roleplaying Hook:

You’re smarter than everyone else here put together.  Consequently, 
you have the standard supervillain addiction to monologuing.  You 
never say anything in a sentence if you can say it in a paragraph.  And 
often those paragraphs include phrases like “rue the day” and “I’ll 
show them”.  Insult the intelligence of those around you.


